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Doc. # 1 SS Patterson report 11/25/1963 of interview with Marina. She said the rifle in 
question was at her home 3 weeks before shooting. Sounds unlike Marina .... Patterson 
thought her a Communist. Says Marina said she was a Castro supporter. That is even 
more absurd. 

Docs# 2 Series of news stories (Mostly NY Times) ..... Discusses Marina's being held .· 
in secrecy .... No press access. She is being quoted in press via govt and Martin ... _·.Point 
to develop here is she was cut off from all her former friends. Especially Ruth Paine (for 
Paine see doc. in 14A. Also efforts of ACLU to make contact are denied . ... She is held 
incognito (getting the story straight that govt wants). 

Doc. # 3 Hal note that rejects DPD statement that Marina gave it a signed statement that 
Lee owned the alleged assassination rifle. See his WWII on Marina. Hal claims she 
denied this two days later when SS was sweating her. . .. 

Doc.# 4 Howe to SAC, Dallas, 12/4/1963 100-10461-1053 Oswald's weekends from 
10/22 to 11/22 . ... Did he always go to see Marina on Friday. Notes that on one Friday 
( other than 11/15-17) he did not show because he was applying for a job; on he did not 
get. At the time he was working at the TSBD. If it can be established that he did apply for 
a job while at TSBD this would put a hole in any idea that he was planted at the TSBD 
for the purpose of shooting JFK. · 

Doc. # 5 Heitman to SAC, Dallas, 12/10/1963 remarks about a threat to marina and · 
children 

Doc. # 6 Malley to SAC, Dallas, 12/10/1963 100-10461-972 FBI Brown remarks that 
SS was getting tired of baby sitting Marina. True or not? Maybe tired ofresponsibility 
when not getting any chance to interrogate>>>>>>> 

Doc.# 7 Shanklin to File 12/13/1963 100-10461-1231a Notes that Marina still being 
interrogated and expected to continue until 12/20. Seems like.it might have been on a· 
daily basis. In this case Dallas wants to keep Boguslav on job because he is skilled and 
can "calm Marina down 

Doc.# 8 Heitman to SAC, Dallas 12/6/1963 100-10461-1319 Gives example of the 
power the FBI had over Marina in one regard .... ##### 

Doc.# 9 Shanklin to File 12/19/1963 100-10461-1532 FBI conceme3d about Press 
impatience to get to Marina (charges of incommunicado). Notes that Martin and lawyer 
want her available to press because$$$$ is involved. Note also that FBI laid 
responsibility on SS "to keep her from the press" .. .. FBI can persuade her not to speak to 
press, Shanklin thinks, but could all blow up if Martin got wind, etc. Very. sticky. 
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Doc. # 10 Shanklin to File 1/6/1964 100-10461 -23 13 FBI still interrogating Marina ... 
. Rankin requested that FBI suspend while Marina answers some questions for th~ 
Commission. Clear from this that Dallas FBI not finished with Marina!!!!!!!! See 
attached docs for some idea of areas FBI wants to refocus with her. Concerns were 
MOTIVE, Oswald in Mexico, others that were redacted . .. . 

Doc.# 11 Several docs that raise questions about Marina' s credibility 
One deals with the Nixon story (there is more in Folder 14A) and the other two are first 
disclosure of her affair with mmtin at the Willard while in DC testifying before the 
Warren Commission. Also a document on Marina's tales about the rifle and Lee's 
practicing at a range near Love Field, etc .... (all suspect). 

Doc.# 12 Shanklin to File 2/24/1964 100-10461-3 663 and 3 664 Still more interrogation 
of Marina at this late date. When was she released from SS custody? ' 

Doc,# 13 Deals with Fisur schedule of her home. These dates cover 2/14 to 2/27 . . 
. Manpower assigned for detail. 

Second set of documents 
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